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King of the hill age of empires 2

Showing 1 to 100 of the 911 players (including Draven) sorted by name This King of the Hill results ...% Completing State Points First Result Last Performance Duration Last Played Playing Time Country Presentation 1-100,911 players (including Draven) sorted by Page 2 Tutorial 1-100 911 players order name open This King of the Hill results ...% Completion of State First Result Last result duration Last
played playing time country shows 1-100 911 player order page 3 showing 1-100 of the 6,849 players sorted by name open This King of the Hill results ...% Completing State Achievement First result last performance duration Last played playing time country showing 1-100 6849 player order Page 4 Pointer 1-1 0 0 6849 player order name open This King of the Hill Results ...% Completing State Points first
result last result duration Last played Playtime Country showing 1-100 6849 players arranged by Edit Comments Share Control the Monument in the middle of the map for a set period of time to win. To control the monument, kill all enemy units around it. -Age of Empires II description King of the Hill is a game mode featured in Age of Empires II: The Conquerors, Age of Mythology, and Age of Empires III:
The Asian Dynastic. In order to win, players must have a military presence around the milestone in the middle of the map for a certain period of time. Age of Empires II[edit | edit source] The style of the monument and the terrain on which it sits differs from king of the hill game mode on each map, which is introduced in Age of Empires II: The Conquerors game mode. Players need to grab the monument (a
renamed Miracle) that is right in the middle of the map and take 550 years (about 9 minutes) to win. To fix the monument, the player must hold units in the gray area around him. Even if the player has only one unit in the area, he retains the monument, but if the last unit dies, the game employs a method similar to curling point, where the player whose unit(s) are closest to the Monument captures it. If more
than one player has a unit at the same distance from the Monument, it will be occupied by the player in the highest slot. The building is completely allowed around the monument, so the creation of military structures around its position is a sound tactic. Apart from the monumentus in the resort, the maps are very similar to the regular random map games. Trivia[edit | edit source] If the player who is in control
of the monument is defeated or resigns, he will remain under that player's control, which could result in all players being defeated once the countdown is over and the Memorial remains under the control of the defeated/resigned player. Age of Mythology[edit | edit source] In the center, water, ice or rocks, is a Plenty Vault. Whoever controls it, start to win. - In-game description of the grass terrain version of
King of the Hill Hill Age of Mythology Unlike Age of Empires II and Age of Empires III, King of the Hill is a random map instead of a game mode, but the goal is similar. The player must control a Plenty Vault in the middle of the map for 8 minutes, which is protected by shades. Controlling the Abundance in the center not only puts pressure on all enemy factions, but also gives an economic advantage, as it
provides the dropping resources for the player that holds it. As the in-game description hints, there are three types of King of the Hill, each favoring a different gameplay approach: The water map, similar to Lake Crater, where players must invest in the Navy, in order to quickly unload troops from the fountain in the middle of the lake where the Vault and shadow guards are located while fighting against other
beach parties and naval units. The map is similar to Ghost Lake, a Vault that is in the middle of the frozen lake, which encourages rushing but also prohibits expanding building, so negating castle drops, tower rush, and camping military structures. On the pasture map, the Vault is located on a hill in the middle of the middle; Unlike the other two maps, structures can be easily built near or on the mountain,
thus allowing castle drops and other similar tactics. Because King of the Hill is a map setting for these three maps only, the mode is not available on any other map. A campaign scenario that is perfectly similar to this game type is Fight at the Forge's Golden Gift campaign. Trivia[edit | editing source] When a player re-occupies the Plenty Vault, it takes about a second or two for the player to recognize the
player has done this before changing the countdown to the team. Therefore, if the player manages to capture the Plenty Vault at the last minute, he will still lose the game. This also occurs in the Fight at the Forge scenario. Age of Empires III[edit | edit source] Like Age of Empires II, King of the Hill is a game mode, not a random map, as in the age of Mythology, which means that King of the Hill can be
played on any map, whether it's open, closed, with water or coastline. To win in this mode, a player or team must hold King's Hill (a renamed fortress) for exactly 10 minutes. Unlike other games, however, the district around Kings' Hill is completely unbuilt, meaning players cannot use fortifications or other military structures to maintain a military presence, forcing them to rely on their military unit. Explorers,
warlords and monks can't take Kings'hill, but other military units, such as natives, are capable. War Chiefs are actually abusing nature's friendship ability in order to send converted Treasure Guardians to keep the early Kings' Hill as a form of psychological warfare, in order to force enemy players to panic Similar game modes[edit | edit source] Defend the miracle: A player must protect his miracle against
enemy players for a specified period of time. Wonder Race: A one-way Game mode where the first build a Miracle instantly wins. Both modes of play are a kind of race against time and involve focusing on a certain milestone/object in order to win. Both can be found in Age of Empires II. Gallery [edit | edit source] King of the Hill map Age of Mythology, ice varietyThe Kings' Hill in the painted desert Age of
Empires IIIKing of the Hill age of Mythology, pasture/mountain varietyKing of the Hill on Abundance on an islandKing of the Hill icon on the Random Map menu age of MythologyAdd a photo to this gallery of community content available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise known. Age of Empires II (2013) &gt; General Discussions &gt; theme details King of the Hill issues So, just played the first game of the
king of the mountain against a friend of some moderate AIs (that's what it was like). I made a blind map, and the map was a desert area with stone you couldn't build on. Do you have any idea what that map is called? Furthermore, the mountain in the middle of the map was a lake on an otherwise desert map. Is that always the way it is, or is it just a very random thing? And finally, the AIs just seemed to
ignore the mountain completely and got blown out because I built a fishing boat in the middle early. Did all default AI ignore the mountain, or is it just because I had a strange map? Are there any steam workshop ais or mods that will help you ai the king on the mountain. Thank you in advance. Last edited by submarine_dreams; 20 Mar, 2014 @ 11:56 AM Note: This can only be used to report spam,
advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or rude) posts. It doesn't matter how many hours you've spent playing Age of Empires 2. It just never ceases to be more interesting after playing games. The amount of fun AOE2 provides is endless. I'm not talking about 31 civilizations, including the Dlcs (Forgotten Empires, African Kingdoms, Rise of Rajas). Nor those long fun hours in the Blackforest.
Simply use those little tricks you learn when you happen to watch a recorded game, a youtube video or a live stream. So sit down and buy popcorn. Because today we're going to watch those exclusive and fascinating tricks along with real-time examples.1- Tree HopJust image of the enemy is completely walled while there is a large army. What are the chances of damage if you can't get into the base? Well!
Sometimes you just have to watch. Make sure your opponent has a wall with a snare tree. If this snare wood is cut = &gt; Just build a plank on top of that tree (without actually building it), then Voila! Get into the enemy base.if that snare tree is not cut = &gt; bring the villager to cut the tree and place the plank on top, then barge into his base. Here are some live examples of a tree hop in multiplayer
games:2- Boar saveA very useful trick to save the village from dying in a wild boar. To successfully pull off boar rescue, you need to anticipate the place where wild boar boar then immediately place a house or a plank wall in that place. Here is a personal example of mine in a multiplayer game to showcase the boar save:Take a look at a video made by TheViper explaining how to perform a wild boar save:
3- Palisade SpyThis trick is not very common for average beginner players. This is probably not useful in the lower league game, as aggression is almost absent or delayed. Only later if you have a basic understanding of build orders and mechanics. This trick makes your life a piece of cake to anticipat what the enemy is up to; army?; he is towering on the tree line?; he is mining gold /stone previously? First
of all, you should have already explored the area where you are going to lay slat walls. Otherwise, you can do the trick if you haven't already scouted this area.here is an example of palisan espionage: built-in Palisades provides a line of sight. Use it to reveal the villagers taking concrete resources.4- Tower Hop Another famous old-school trick that is worth mentioning in this post Very common on the
Arena map. Simply bind a tower in the corner of a wall, you get access to the enemy city. Step OneBuilding the tower to perform hopStep Twos select the tower and right click on the enemy base (1). You can then individually in-garrison villagers by clicking on the icons 2, 3, 4.Step ThreeBuild another tower inside the base of the enemy. You might be careful trying this trick against decent players, as you
probably don't. Still, it does work against beginners or players with low knowledge of the game.5-Building SpyNow you probably don't know about this... Did you know you can see where your enemy's buildings are gathering? Three years ago, I was watching a Brazilian top player Feed. He played 1v1 games against Dogao on the islands. Feage found Dogao's docks and clicked on them. And on the minimap, he saw a cross mark headed for Dogao's war kitchens. So Feage put his fishing boats in a safer place. This trick works in all military buildings. I myself use it in Arabia; In the feudal age, if my enemy collects his barracks into my city, it just means he's preparing a spear/reconnaissance attack. Here's an example in 1v1 Arabia: Click on your opponent's building and see the mini-map where they gather.
(Click on this image to view the full resolution)6- Farm LamingLaming farms in the age of empires 2A very annoying and lame trick ... It essentially has the potential to hurt the economy of the opponent already in the feudal age. Killing 1 HP farm is a hitA time a farm is determined (It's only 1 hp) and before the village starts building it. It could be killed by an enemy unit (e.g. a scout); That's why 60 trees were
lost. How about you put more farms to sleep?... It would be a lucky day!7- Snare trees laminglaming snares in the dark age or early feudal age can really hurt! In particular, the that rely on farms early. Early. strategies involved Drush + Fast Castle, Drush, Scout Rush. You can prevent this laming from happening by allowing 3 villagers to cut a snare. Only then you can not be lamed. Step one: Discover your
enemyAn uncovered chit-ringing tree laming enemyStep Two: Build your palisadeLay off a palisadeLay on top of a palisade wall in the squirm8- Hill AdvantageIt's obvious, many are aware of the mountain advantage of Age of Empires 2. Isn't that right? Historically, the military significance of mountain advantage has been known for more than 2,000 years. For example, in Sun Tzu's The Art of War, where
armed service leaders were advised to take the high ground and let the enemy strike from a lower position. As a result, the army can quickly be damaged downwards due to gravity and other factors. The scout takes a fight upwards in the age of empire 2In Age of Empires 2, a unit fighting upwards of already 25% attack bonus and 25% armor bonus. Ergo, fighting on the high ground is technically getting an
extra attack and armor upgrades. The Scout wins the fight upwards of almost half hp9- Wolfpack RaidThis is my personal favorite! Although the last time I made it was in 2014 against a friend. I had the best laugh of my life... This trick was officially founded by Chris. One of the funniest expert games in Age of Empires 2.Honorable MentionsBoar Bait use GaiaThose example suggested by Gallas: Also,
another video suggested by T-West suggested by nimanoe Yet another Vipers tip of the day videoLaming Hunted AnimalsResisting even tricks? Please do other tricks in the comment box. Section.
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